CELEBRATING THE LEGACY OF MASTERS

India’s most iconic modern Architect Charles Correa had a prolific career, having designed almost 100 buildings in India alone during his lifetime, but whether it was low-income housing or luxury condos, Correa maintained a universal approach that respected the local conditions, met the practical needs of its inhabitants and acknowledged the spiritual nature and beauty of his country.

The conference shall be followed by The AESA AWARDS 2020 CEREMONY from 6:00 pm onwards which is followed by the Fellowship Dinner.

Please note that a separate registration is needed to attend the AESA Awards.

Seminar Delegates Will Not Have Automatic Entry To The Awards Event.

Sachin Agshikar studied Architecture from Sir J.J. College of Architecture, University of Bombay and was awarded Gold Medal in 1991 for his final year design thesis. Before setting up his own practice in 2000, he worked with Architect Charles Correa on diverse projects ranging from Institute in Chennai, Houses in Malaysia, church in Kerala to Brain and Cognitive Science Centre in U.S.A. He further worked as an associate to Charles Correa on Cancer Research Centre in Lisbon, R&D Centre for M & M in Chennai and Extension to Kala Academy in Goa and IUCAA in Pune.

Registration fees
1) AESA members ₹1000/-
2) Non AESA members ₹2000/-
3) Students ₹500/-

Separate Registration is mandatory for the Seminar and the Awards.

Sponsored By

For Registration, login to www.aesapune.org

• No group discounts shall be offered.
• Entry permitted only with prior registration.
• Limited seats.
• Registrations shall be on first come first serve basis.
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